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‘SEGREGATION FOREVER’?

BY: JINANN BITAR, DIRECTOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYTICS, THE EDUCATION TRUST
GABRIEL MONTAGUE, HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH ANALYST, THE EDUCATION TRUST
LAUREN ILANO, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST, OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FACULTY DIVERSITY PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN COLLEGE STUDENT COMPLETION 1 and 
can have a major impact on students’ sense of belonging, retention rates, and persistence. All students 
benefit from faculty diversity. Engaging with diverse faculty 2 and different perspectives3 builds empathy, 
a respect for others, and creativity, and improves problem-solving skills — and Black and Latino students, 
who are pursuing college degrees in greater numbers, are more likely to graduate when they have diverse 
faculty members who look like them and can serve as positive mentors and role models. That is why we 
produced this report, which examines faculty diversity relative to student diversity, as well as hiring equity, 
tenure equity, and changes in faculty representation over time for Black and Latino faculty at public, four-
year institutions, and highlights colleges and universities that are making progress on diversifying their 
faculties and those that have more work to do. 

Institutions received a score ranging from 0-100 on three metrics: faculty diversity, hiring equity, and 
tenure equity. Letter grades were then applied using a 10-point grading scale: Scores of 90 or higher 
received A’s. Scores in the 80s, 70s, and 60s received B’s, C’s, and D’s, while scores below 60 got failing 
grades or F’s. Additionally, for Black and Latino faculty, we took a look at change over time. 

The results weren’t great. Our findings show that Black and Latino faculty are severely underrepresented 
at most public, four-year colleges and universities. When we compared Black and Latino faculty against 
student enrollment in 2020, we found that more than half (57%) the institutions had failing grades for 
Black faculty diversity, while nearly four out of five (80%) had F grades for Latino faculty diversity. (See 
Appendix tables for a comprehensive list of institutional access grades, scores, and enrollment data.) 

The institutions we examined didn’t fare much better on our other metrics:

FACULTY DIVERSITY AND STUDENT 
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Hiring Equity 

Education Trust researchers noted that Black and 
Latino faculty are disproportionately hired off the 
tenure track and are underrepresented among 
tenured and tenure track faculty.

•   For Black faculty hires, nearly 1 in 4 institutions 
received an F grade; at 35 institutions, all new 
Black faculty members were hired sans tenure 
or off the tenure track; 50 institutions didn’t 
hire any new Black faculty at all. 

•   A quarter of the institutions we examined 
received an F for their dearth of new Latino 
faculty hires; 48 of those institutions (9%) hired 
no new Latino faculty onto the tenure track; 76 
institutions (15%) had no new Latino faculty 
hires at all.  

Change Over Time

 When we looked at faculty demographic 
changes over time, we found that little progress 
has been made on faculty diversity at public 
colleges and universities. 

•   The greatest improvement in Black and Latino 
faculty diversity was at institutions that had 
no (zero) Black or Latino faculty in 2005, so 
any increase amounted to a large percentage 
point increase. 

The Role of MSIs

 Not surprisingly, many of the institutions with 
the largest increases in Black and Latino faculty 
over the last 15 years are minority-serving 
institutions (MSIs).

•   Five of the top 10 institutions with the 
highest change in the percentage of Black 
faculty are HBCUs or PBIs.

•   Likewise, 8 of the top 10 institutions with 
the highest change in the percentage of 
Latino faculty are HSIs.

Tenure Equity

We also looked at how many Black and Latino 
faculty have tenure and compared those shares 
across institutions. 

•   When we looked at the total percentages 
of tenured Black and Latino faculty on each 
campus, and not just at those who were 
newly hired with tenure, we found that 45% 
of institutions had an A grade for Black faculty 
tenure equity, and 15.9% of institutions had an 
F grade. 

•   Twenty-three institutions (4%) had no Black 
faculty and thus received no grade. 

•   By the same token, 54.6% of institutions 
received an A grade for Latino faculty tenure 
equity, while 13.5% received an F grade. It’s 
worth noting that 24 of the institutions (or 4%) 
had no Latino faculty and received no grade. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

If institutions are going to increase faculty diversity, they will need to examine their hiring and retention practices, 
improve campus racial climates, and make resources available to faculty members of color, so they can build and 
hone their skills and find community. Leaders should ensure that their actions align with their stated missions 
and strategic goals for faculty diversity. But that’s just for starters. In this report, we offer a variety of other 
recommendations for institutional leaders, advocates, and federal and state policymakers on building faculty 
diversity via funding and strategic planning and campus climate initiatives.
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INTRODUCTION
Research4 shows that faculty diversity supports student success. It’s an important piece of the college 
completion5 puzzle and can have a significant impact on students’ sense of belonging, retention rates, and 
persistence. When Black and Latino college students learn from Black and Latino faculty,6 they are more likely 
to complete college,7 in no small part because Black and Latino faculty members can serve as strong mentors 
and role models to students of color, promote persistence toward a degree, and help create a more inclusive 
campus climate. But the benefits of faculty diversity aren’t limited to students of color. Engaging with racially 
and culturally diverse faculty8 fosters greater understanding and respect for others, inspires creativity, enhances 
problem-solving skills, and ultimately prepares students from all backgrounds to become good global citizens 
and successful workers in the increasingly diverse and multicultural world in which we live.

Unfortunately, while the U.S. population has steadily become more diverse in recent years, college and 
university faculty — particularly tenured and tenure-track faculty — are still overwhelmingly White.9 
According to the American Community Survey,10 Black people represented around 12% of the overall U.S. 
population in 2020; and Latino people made up approximately 19%. Yet, data from the 2020 Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) shows that Black and Latino tenure and tenure-track faculty 
make up only 5% of the professoriate.11

In fact, little if any progress12 has been made toward increasing faculty diversity in American higher 
education, even as essential debates take place about who has access13 to a postsecondary education 
and how to address pandemic learning loss, which has disproportionately impacted14 Black and Latino 
students, and students from low-income backgrounds. And this dearth of Black and Latino faculty 
members is undermining the success of Black and Latino students.

While the most recently reported public four-year completion rates from The National Student 
Clearinghouse rose across the board and reached a record high of 69% in 2022, student completion rates 
for students of color still trail the national average and lag behind those of White students (74.3%). The 
completion rate for Latino students at public four-year institutions was 60.3%; for public four-year Black 
students, who had the largest increase of 1.3 percentage points, the rate was 51.3%.15

These disparities have spurred new conversations about the need for federal support for college 
completion and student success, as degree attainment is viewed by many as key to increasing social 
mobility. More recently, the Biden administration proposed16 $110 million for retention and completion 
grants, and advocates are urging the administration to more than double the funding for evidence-based 
programs that improve persistence, retention, and completion rates for students from populations who 
have been historically underserved in higher education. 

We must do more to ensure that students see themselves adequately reflected among the faculty at their 
institutions. Colleges and universities also need to provide ongoing support to diverse faculty members, 
and ensure that they have pathways to university leadership and opportunities to advance. In this report 
we dig into the data on faculty diversity, hiring, and tenure equity, and look at changes over time at U.S. 
colleges and universities. Spoiler alert: In 2020, Black and Latino faculty were severely underrepresented 
at most public four-year colleges and universities. And in the last decade and a half, little progress has 
been made on increasing faculty diversity at public colleges and universities. 
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WHY FACULTY DIVERSITY MATTERS FOR STUDENT 
SUCCESS — AND VICE VERSA
It’s no secret that educational diversity enhances educational quality. Research has repeatedly highlighted 
its various benefits. We know that campus racial and ethnic diversity enriches the educational experience 
of all campus community members by exposing them to different perspectives. Given falling enrollment and 
employers’ desire for more skilled workers, colleges should be trying to make campuses more inclusive and 
welcoming.

Boosting faculty diversity is one way to do that. Research shows that faculty diversity and a sense of belonging 
are key components of student success, and recent studies demonstrate that overall graduation rates for 
students of color are positively affected17 by faculty diversity. A recent study18 noted that Black students who 
enroll in STEM courses taught by Black instructors are more likely to persist in a STEM field after their first year.

It’s easy to understand why. Many students of color, especially at predominantly White universities, see Black 
and Latino faculty as mentors and role models and look to them for guidance and support. Unfortunately, while 
the student body at some of those colleges and universities is gradually becoming more diverse, their faculty 
ranks19 are still overwhelmingly White. What’s more, faculty of color remain vastly underrepresented on the 
tenure track and are often tasked with additional service work — such as sitting on university committees, 
advising students of color, and taking on the work of improving their university’s campus racial climate20 — that 
doesn’t fall on their White peers or count toward tenure and promotion. As a result, many faculty of color feel 
caught between the competing and contradictory desires to support the students of color on campus and in 
academic spaces that weren’t originally designed to meet their needs, and not be overburdened21 by extra work 
demands that amount to an “invisible tax” that might hinder their career. Ultimately, increasing Black and Latino 
faculty will be dependent on colleges and universities increasing access and completion for Black and Latino 
students, so some will go on to pursue faculty jobs. That will require institutions to intentionally create a climate 
in which Black and Latino students and faculty feel welcome and supported.
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FACULTY, LEADERSHIP, AND INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY ARE INEXTRICABLY LINKED

Many institutions have expressed a strong commitment to diversity and equity goals in their mission, but 
progress has been minimal. Greater faculty diversity would show progress toward those strategic goals. 

Figure 1: College Presidents by Race/Ethnicity, 2001-2016
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Source: American Council on Education, “College Presidents, by Race/Ethnicity” and “The Importance of College President’s Ensuring 
Positive Campus Climate for Minorities.” American College President Study (ACPS) 2017. 

Change often starts at the top — when institutional leaders are willing to prioritize diversity in key budget 
and hiring decisions. Yet the unfortunate and perverse reality is that few people of color lead U.S. colleges 
and universities. According to a study by the American Council on Education (ACE), for example, only 8% 
of presidents in 2016 were Black, and the share of Latino presidents has hovered around 4% since 2001 
(see Figure 1). People of color are also vastly underrepresented in the senior administrative posts22 that are 
typically stepping-stones to the college presidency (86% of higher-education administrators are White), 
since candidates tend to come up through the faculty pipeline (see Figure 2).23 Over the past two decades, 
nearly half of all college presidents came from the academic ranks, the same study notes. So, if we are 
going to boost inclusion and equity on college campuses and diversify university leadership, we must first 
diversify the faculty.
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Figure 2: Pathways to the College Presidency
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Source: American Council on Education, “College Presidents, by Immediate Prior Position.” American College President Study (ACPS) 2017.

Many college presidents say24 that improving campus climate and hiring more people of color are high 
priorities (see Figure 3), but the shares of Latino faculty and Black college presidents have barely budged 
in 16 years. Changing campus culture to diversify the faculty ranks and institutional leadership will 
necessitate embedding faculty diversity in strategic plans and initiatives.
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Figure 3: College Presidents’ Views on the Importance of Hiring Diverse Candidates
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of racial minorities on campus is a high priority
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PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE PRESIDENTS WHO SAY THESE ARE VERY IMPORTANT

Responses for Statement 1 were collected using a Likert Scale ranging from Unimportant - Very 
Important. The distribution of responses is: 1% Unimportant, 5% Slightly Important, 32% Important, 
and 63% Important

Responses for Statement 2 were collected using a Likert Scale ranging from Unimportant - Very 
Important. The distribution of responses is: 2% Unimportant, 7% Slightly Important, 34% Important, 
58% Very Important

Responses for Statement 3 were collected using a Likert Scale ranging from Unimportant - Very 
Important. The distribution of responses is: 2% Unimportant, 8% Slightly Important, 36% Important, 
54% Very Important

Source: American Council on Education, “The Importance of College Presidents Encouraging the Hiring of Diverse Candidates.”  
American College President Study (ACPS) 2017.

FACULTY DIVERSITY AND A SENSE OF BELONGING ARE 
KEY COMPONENTS OF STUDENT SUCCESS, AND STUDIES
DEMONSTRATE THAT OVERALL GRADUATION RATES FOR 
STUDENTS OF COLOR ARE POSITIVELY AFFECTED BY IT.
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HOW COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES WERE GRADED
Each of the 543 institutions in this report was given a set of faculty diversity scores and grades. These 
scores measure the extent to which the race and ethnicity of an institution’s faculty mirrors the student 
body and assess how diverse the faculty ranks are across several hiring metrics. We also examined faculty 
diversification over time. 

For our first three equity metrics, faculty diversity scores range from 0 to 100, with 0 being the worst score 
and 100 being the best score an institution can receive. We then used these scores to assign a letter 
grade to each institution using a traditional grading scale. Scores of 90 or higher received A’s. Scores in 
the 80s, 70s, and 60s received B’s, C’s, and D’s, respectively. Scores below 60 received F grades.

Finally, we calculated a faculty diversity metric over time. This metric is not assigned a traditional letter 
grade but is represented by the percentage point change between 2005 and 2020. 

The scores clearly show that more action is needed to increase the shares of Black and Latino faculty in 
higher education institutions; they also highlight the need for higher education institutions to ensure that 
the diverse pool of people already in the academic pipeline are hired and promoted equitably. We hope 
advocates will use these metrics and findings to see what’s happening at institutions and push for change.

Metric 1: Faculty Diversity Score (Relative to Student Diversity) 

The faculty diversity score indicates the relative diversity of each institution’s faculty and student body. 
For example, at Bluefield State College, 9.6% of the students enrolled are Black. If the percentage of 
Black faculty at Bluefield State were 9.6% or higher, the institution would receive a perfect Black faculty 
diversity score of 100 or higher. However, since only 9.5% of the faculty are Black, the institution received 
a Black faculty diversity score of 99 and an A grade (see below). 

2020 
BLACK FACULTY  

DIVERSITY SCORE:
BLUEFIELD STATE COLLEGE (HBCU)   

X 100 = 99 (A grade)
9.5% of faculty are Black

9.6% of students are Black

This metric is a useful, but imperfect measure of faculty diversity on a given college campus; it provides a 
total count of faculty members from a particular group, but does not take their appointment status — i.e., 
whether they are contingent or tenure track — into account. We created a different metric for that, but 
more on that later. 

Previous reports by The Education Trust — including “Segregation Forever,” which examined Black and 
Latino student enrollment at top public colleges in the U.S. — show that colleges have a lot of work to 
do when it comes to diversifying their student bodies and ensuring that students of color have equitable 
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access to a higher education, particularly at selective institutions. Only 9%25 of the nation’s 101 most 
selective public institutions enroll representative numbers of Black students; just 14% of them enroll 
representative numbers of Latino students. Together, these institutions would have to add about 200,000 
Black students and nearly 200,000 Latino students to reflect the racial makeup of their states. Given 
how skewed things still are, we opted to use student diversity instead of state or national diversity 
in calculating this metric because we thought it might provide institutions with a more achievable 
benchmark. Institutions should aspire to build student bodies that are representative of our nation’s 
diversity, but at a minimum, each institution’s faculty should be as diverse as its student body.

Metric 2: Equity in Faculty Hiring 

This metric looks beyond the racial composition of new hires — which can obscure inequities in hiring, 
promotion, pay, and retention and give an inaccurate picture of faculty diversity at an institution and/
or inflate progress over time (metrics 1 and 4) — at equity in faculty hiring at each institution, with a 
focus on whether faculty of color are disproportionately hired for contingent rather than full-time, tenure-
track faculty positions. It should be noted that faculty of color are, in fact, disproportionately hired for 
contingent rather than full-time, tenure-track faculty positions, and this matters because tenure-track and 
tenured faculty have greater academic freedom, a greater say in institutional decision-making and shared 
governance, and may be more readily available to help students outside of class.

The faculty hiring score indicates the relative equity of each institution’s tenure or tenure-track hiring for 
Black and Latino faculty. For each racial/ethnic group, we divided the percentage of new tenure-track (or 
tenured) hires by the percentage of new faculty not on the tenure track. Since institutions don’t typically hire 
large numbers of faculty every year, we looked at combined hiring data over a five-year period (2016-2020).

For example, at Ball State University, more Latino faculty were hired with tenure or on the tenure track 
(4.4%) than without (4.2%), so the institution received a Latino faculty hiring score of 105 and an A 
grade (see below). 

2020 
LATINO FACULTY 

HIRING EQUITY SCORE: 
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY   

X 100 = 105 (A grade)

4.4% of new faculty hired with 
tenure / on tenure track are Latino

4.2% of new faculty hired without 
tenure / off tenure track are Latino
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Metric 3: Equity in Faculty Tenure 

The tenure equity metric looks at how many faculty of color from each racial/ethnic group at an institution 
have tenure, which can be compared across institutions. 

For each IPEDS racial/ethnic group (i.e., Black and Latino) and tenure group (i.e., tenure, tenure-track, non-
tenure-track), the percentage of full-time faculty members is divided by an institution’s total percentage of 
tenured faculty and multiplied by 100 (see example below). Scores can exceed 100, which occurs when a 
larger percentage of Black or Latino faculty have tenure compared to the overall percentage of faculty with 
tenure. Scores are converted to letter grades using a traditional grading scale. For example, at Alabama 
A&M University, 37.7% of faculty have tenure, while 39.7% of Black faculty there have tenure.

2020 
BLACK FACULTY

TENURE EQUITY SCORE: 
ALABAMA A&M UNIVERSITY (HBCU)  

X 100 = 105 (A grade)

39.7% of Black faculty 
have tenure

37.7% of full-time faculty 
have tenure

Metric 4: Faculty Diversification Over Time

We measured faculty diversification over time by looking at the increase in the percentage of faculty 
members from each racial and ethnic group between 2005 and 2020. For example, 1.2% of the faculty 
members at Medgar Evers College – The City University of New York (CUNY) were Latino in 2005, 
and 7.5% were Latino in 2020; that means that Latino faculty diversification over time grew by 6.3% 
percentage points. We can then see how the growth in faculty diversity at that institution compares with 
the average growth across all institutions in our sample, and how it compares to peer institutions.

2020 
LATINO FACULTY

CHANGE OVER TIME
CUNY MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE (PBI)

7.5% of Latino faculty in 2020 - 
1.2% of Latino faculty in 2005 = 6.3%
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HOW DIVERSE WERE FACULTY ON COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES RELATIVE TO THE STUDENT BODY  
IN 2020? (METRIC 1)
More than half (57.3%) of institutions earned failing grades for Black faculty diversity, and another 13.3% 
received a D grade. Only 13.4% earned an A grade, 7% earned a B grade, and the other 9% of public 
colleges in our sample received a C grade. Institutions fared even worse on Latino faculty diversity. More 
than three-quarters of the institutions in our sample got an F grade, while 6% got a D grade. Only 7% of 
the institutions in our sample earned an A, and just 4% received a B. 

Figure 4: Percentage Distribution of Faculty Diversity Grades and Scores  

at Public Colleges and Universities in 2020
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Source: Ed Trust analysis of the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), Fall 2005 through Spring 2020; selected 
years, Fall staff tables. 543 institutions were included in the analysis of metric 1.
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ARE INSTITUTIONS HIRING BLACK AND LATINO 
FACULTY ONTO THE TENURE TRACK? (METRIC 2)
The hiring equity metric assesses whether there is equity in hiring between racial/ethnic groups for full-
time, tenure-track positions at a given institution. Unfortunately, when we looked closely, we found that 
Black and Latino faculty are disproportionately hired for non-tenure-track roles and are vastly underrepre-
sented among tenured and tenure-track faculty.

Slightly more than one-third of institutions received an A grade for equitable hiring of Black faculty mem-
bers. Of these, 67, or 13%, had hired all new Black faculty with tenure or on the tenure track. Nearly 1 
in 4 institutions received an F grade, and 35 of them hired all new Black faculty without tenure or on the 
tenure track, and 50 institutions did not hire any new Black faculty from 2016 to 2020.

Similarly, 46% of institutions received an A grade for their Latino faculty hiring equity score. Of these 
schools, 80, or 15% had hired all new Latino faculty with tenure or on the tenure track. While 25% of the 
institutions in our sample received an F, based on the number of new Latino faculty hires, 48 of them (9%) 
received an F because none of their new Latino faculty hires were hired onto the tenure track. Seventy-six 
(76) institutions, or 15%, did not have any new Latino faculty hires. 
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Figure 5: Percentage Distribution of Faculty Hiring Grades and Scores  

at Public Colleges and Universities in 2020
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Fall staff tables. Note: 521 institutions were included in the analysis of metric 2.
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IS THERE TENURE EQUITY FOR BLACK AND 
LATINO FACULTY AT U.S. COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES? (METRIC 3)
Looking within racial and ethnic groups across campuses helps us paint a fuller picture of tenure equity (or 
the lack thereof) in the higher education landscape. When we looked at the percentages of tenured faculty 
by race and ethnicity, we found that 44.5% of institutions had an A grade for their equitable hiring of Black 
faculty, and 15.9% of institutions had an F grade for tenure equity for Black faculty. Notably, 23 of the 
institutions (4.2%) in our sample had no Black faculty and received no grade.

By the same token, 54.6% of institutions received an A grade for tenure equity for Latino faculty, while 
13.5% of institutions received an F grade for tenure equity for Latino faculty. Overall, 24 of the institutions 
(4.4%) had no Latino faculty, so they did not receive a grade.
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Figure 6: Percentage Distribution of Faculty Tenure Grades and Scores  

at Public Colleges and Universities in 2020 
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Source:  Ed Trust analysis of the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), Fall 2005 through Spring 2020; selected years, 
Fall staff tables. Note: Five years of data (2016-2020) were aggregated to calculate the hiring equity score and ensure that the sample 

size was large enough to produce accurate estimates. 542 institutions were included in the analysis of metric 3.
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ARE THERE ENOUGH PATHWAYS FOR BLACK AND 
LATINO FACULTY? (METRIC 4)
Our review of faculty demographics over time reveals that many of the highest percentage increases in 
Black and Latino faculty were at institutions that had no (that is, zero) Black or Latino faculty in 2005, so 
any increase amounted to a large percentage point increase. In 2020, those institutions that had made the 
most progress on hiring Black faculty had increases of anywhere from 5.6% to 13.8%. 

Clayton State, a predominantly Black institution (PBI), had the highest 
percentage point change in Black faculty between 2005  

and 2020, growing by 13.8%. 
Similarly, the largest prcentage point increases of Latino faculty at institutions ranged from 6.3% to 13.5%.

Sul Ross State University, a Hispanic-serving institution (HSI), had the 
highest percentage point change in Latino faculty over the same 15-year 

period, growing by 13.5%.
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Figure 7: Top 10 Institutions With the Largest Percentage Point Change in  

Faculty Diversity Over Time, 2005-2020
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HOW MINORITY-SERVING INSTITUTIONS FEED THE 
FACULTY PIPELINE
It is no secret that minority-serving institutions (MSIs) play a critical role26 in enrolling and graduating 
students of color. They also play a critical role in diversifying the professoriate. Our data analysis shows 
that many of the institutions with the largest increases in Black and Latino faculty over the last 15 years 
were MSIs. In fact, 5 of the top 10 institutions with the highest proportional growth in Black faculty 
were Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) or predominantly Black institutions (PBIs) and 
8 of the top 10 institutions with the highest proportional growth in Latino faculty were Hispanic-serving 
institutions (HSIs). 
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Figure 8: Top 10 HBCUs and Top 10 HSI’s With the Largest Percentage Point Changes in  

Faculty Diversity Over Time, 2005-2020
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INITIATIVES TO INCREASE FACULTY DIVERSITY
When reviewing the available research, it is important to note there are some promising practices27 
being implemented by institutions and systems to address faculty diversity issues. For example, the 
Southern Regional Education Board’s State Doctoral Scholars Program has helped more than 1,100 
students from underrepresented populations earn a Ph.D. by providing them tailored faculty mentoring, 
networking, and financial support throughout their doctoral journey.

Many of these programs provide undergraduate and graduate research opportunities, funds to 
underserved students to help offset the financial barriers to completing a terminal degree, and facilitate 
meaningful relationships between students and faculty who look like them.
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Institutional Interventions That Have Improved Faculty Diversity

Program Organization Strategies/Goals Outputs

State Doctoral  
Scholars Program

Southern Regional 
Education Board

Provides faculty recruitment 
and networking through the 
Institute on Teaching and 
Mentoring.

Provides financial, academic, 
and personal support 
for students through 
mentorship, funding, and 
faculty recruitment.

Has helped more than 
1,100 students from 
underrepresented 
populations earn a Ph.D. 
over the last 27 years.

80% of program graduates 
are currently faculty, 
administrators, or 
postdoctoral researchers in 
the U.S.

Has a participant graduation 
rate of 83%. 

Participants finish their 
Ph.D.’s 2-5 years ahead of 
the national average. 

Strategies and Tactics for 
Recruitment to Increase 
Diversity and Excellence 
(STRIDE) Professional 
Development Workshop

Florida International 
University 

Funding from a National 
Science Foundation 
ADVANCE Grant.

Offers mandatory 
workshops focused on 
actionable best practices 
for all members from 
faculty hiring committees, 
tenure and promotion 
boards, and committees 
for hiring deans and other 
institutional leaders.

Since 2016, FIU has  
seen a 6% increase in 
Hispanic faculty. 

California Pre-Doctoral 
Program

California State 
University System

Provides funding to about 
76 juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students who are 
experiencing economic or 
educational disadvantages 
and are interested in 
pursuing a career in teaching 
and research at an academic 
institution.

Students receive funding to 
visit U.S. doctoral-granting 
institutions for professional 
and academic development 
opportunities.

Students receive funding for 
GRE preparation, graduate 
school applications, test 
fees, and miscellaneous 
research materials. 

Students are assigned a 
faculty mentor.
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HOW CAMPUS LEADERS AND POLICYMAKERS 
CAN IMPROVE FACULTY DIVERSITY
Staff and non-tenure track professionals play a significant role in producing positive student outcomes, but 
institutional, state, and federal leaders can increase student success by ensuring that people of color are 
adequately represented among faculty.

While few policies at the state and federal levels directly address faculty diversity, there are several ways 
that higher education leaders can not only boost faculty diversity but use it to improve college completion. 

FOR INSTITUTIONAL LEADERS AND ADVOCATES
Adopt Goals to Increase Access, Persistence, and Retention. Colleges and universities must 
develop specific targets for increasing Black and Latino faculty on their campuses. Institutions should 
increase the funds available for recruiting and retaining underrepresented students and faculty members, 
create opportunities for students to connect with faculty members who have a shared sense of identity, 
and ensure that faculty receive the cultural and professional support they need to effectively balance their 
responsibilities and grow in their roles. 

Increase funding for research opportunities. Institutions can invest more in recruiting 
underrepresented students for doctoral/terminal degree programs and prioritize grant applications for 
federal funding of undergraduate and graduate research opportunities (such as TRIO; the Upward Bound/
McNair Scholars Program, the National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship Program, and campus 
specific programs, etc.) by considering grant eligibility in the assessment of programs and strategic plans.

Ensure that campus priorities are aligned with faculty diversity initiatives. Institutional leaders 
should ensure that the mission, goals, and implementation of policies are helping,28 not hampering, 
faculty diversity initiatives. University departments should examine existing hiring and retention policies 
and consider new ways to reduce bias and racism in the hiring process through training and continuing 
education. 

Improve campus racial climates. Campus leaders should focus on improving campus racial climates,29 
as this would yield positive outcomes for students and faculty. Students and faculty of color face a unique 
set of challenges and bring a wide range of perspectives. Campus leaders can work with state higher 
education leaders to develop funding specifically aimed at building more inclusive and diverse campus 
climates (i.e., a college climate fund) — which could help faculty and students feel safer and increase 
faculty members’ capacity to develop impactful connections30 with students.
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FOR STATE POLICYMAKERS AND ADVOCATES
State higher education executive officers should include faculty diversity in the strategic 
planning process, by prioritizing funding for faculty diversity initiatives, setting goals and benchmarks, 
collaborating with institutional leaders, and creating incentive programs such as the California Pre-
Doctoral Program. States can institutionalize these efforts through state authorizing documents; strategic 
plans; state appropriations, and other legislative efforts.

Rescind state bans on affirmative action. The use of affirmative action in admissions is banned in nine 
states. Yet evidence shows31 that many public colleges and universities in those states have seen declines 
in Black and Latino student representation on their campuses. Reducing the number of Black and Latino 
students who are admitted as undergraduates has a direct impact on the number of Black and Latino 
students in graduate school and in terminal degree programs that lead to faculty positions.

Prioritize funding for institutions that serve the most Black and Latino students. HBCUs, HSIs,32 
and other minority-serving institutions with a designated mission, often lead the way in enrolling and 
graduating Black and Latino students who go on to graduate school and faculty positions. States should, 
therefore, prioritize relief funds, campus-based Title IV aid, Title III – B grant opportunities, and other 
federal funds for institutions and programs that serve the most Black and Latino students. 

FOR FEDERAL POLICYMAKERS AND ADVOCATES
Increase funding for federal programs that support undergraduate and graduate research and 
the Institute of Education Sciences (IES). Campus-specific programs like TRIO, Upward Bound/the 
McNair Scholars Program, Graduate Research Fellowship Programs, and Title III – B grant opportunities 
support both college completion and provide the necessary academic rigor to help aspiring academics 
and researchers transition into faculty careers. Additionally, IES has recognized the need to increase the 
diversity of IES-funded education researchers33 on the tenure track, as well as the importance of fostering 
research on faculty diversity.

Increase federal funding for institutions that serve the most Black and Latino students and 
provide technical assistance — including information about institutional grant eligibility, guidance 
on grant writing, and alignment on programmatic goals — to institutions that serve large numbers of 
students of color and low-income students, so they can apply for competitive federal grants. Many 
institutions that were designed to serve historically underserved students have shown34 an aptitude for 
enrolling and graduating Black and Latino students who pursue faculty careers. 

Use executive action to support diversity and inclusion efforts. While the federal government 
has no formal role in promoting faculty diversity in higher education, many executive orders relating to 
affirmative action in higher education have supported diversity and inclusion efforts.35
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APPENDIX
To view these tables, please click on this link. 

Table A: Metric 1; Black and Latino Faculty Diversity, Compared to Student Diversity

Table B: Metric 2; Faculty Hiring Equity, Hired With or Without Tenure

Table C: Metric 3; Faculty Tenure Equity, Distribution of Tenure

Table D: Metric 4; Change in Faculty Diversification Over Time, 2005-20

ABOUT THE DATA
All data used in this analysis comes directly from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 
(IPEDS), years 2005 and 2020. This was the latest year of available data. While small changes at an 
individual institution can mean large percentage changes in faculty, faculty hiring across the aggregate 
does not change rapidly. The 543 public colleges and universities included were identified based on 
several criteria: public control, four-year, Title IV, degree-granting, primarily baccalaureate or above 
institutions in the United States that completed the IPEDS faculty survey, have a tenure system, and 
reported enrollment and staff data at the institutional level.

While there are many questions to be answered for other faculty of color, data in IPEDS is limited in its 
capacity for analyses. Since this report is follow-up to “Segregation Forever?,”36 which detailed enrollment 
trends for Black and Latino students at public flagships, we opted to focus specifically on Black and Latino 
faculty diversity. It’s worth noting that IPEDS also includes data on Asian, Native American, Alaska Native, 
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander groups.

Student enrollment data and instructional staff counts and demographics were pulled from the 2020 
Fall Enrollment and 2020 Fall Staff tables. Five years of data (2016-2020) were aggregated to calculate 
the hiring equity (Metric 2) score and ensure that the sample size was large enough to produce accurate 
estimates. For the purposes of this analysis, institutional data (e.g., UNITID, State, Control, and other 
institutional characteristics) was pulled from the Institutional Characteristics table.
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